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Military  Buildup  on  Russia’s  Doorstep,  US  Increasing  Troop  Strength  in  Europe,
Pentagon and NATO Threaten Russia

By Stephen Lendman, November 10 2015

On November 8, the Wall Street Journal headlined “US Military Officials Aim to Bolster Troop
Presence in Europe” – to deter a nonexistent Russian threat.

Neo-Colonialism  in  Africa:  The  Struggle  to  Reverse  Neoliberalism  and  U.S.
Militarization

By Abayomi Azikiwe, November 10 2015

Africa has been severely setback with the imperialist destruction of Libya along with the
interference in the democratic processes in Egypt and Tunisia.

Duplicitous  Love  Hate  Relationship:  Obama  and  Netanyahu  Plot  Next  Moves.
Multibillion Dollar Military Aid Package

By Stephen Lendman, November 10 2015

Longstanding US/Israeli imperial partnership overrides how both leaders feel about each
other – undisguised loathing no matter how they tried hiding it Monday in a media photo op.
 Business as usual alone matters.

Neoliberal  Water under the Bridge: How Politics and Business Unite in the U.S.,
Honduras and Israel

By Charity Crouse, November 10 2015
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Behind the authoritarian regimes is the government, corporate and banking milieus of the
U.S.  government,  also  currently  experiencing  its  own  version  of  popular  uprising.  By
focusing on the relationship between Honduras and Israel, one can locate the role of U.S.
foreign and trade policy in repressing democracy abroad and at home and the impact it has
on the Earth and her peoples.

Worsening Situation in the Donesk People’s Republic (DPR). Ukrainian Armed Forces
Violate Ceasefire

By South Front, November 10 2015

The situation in the DPR has been slowly getting worse.  The settlements of  Zhabunki,
Ozeryanovka  and  Panteleymonovka  and  the  area  of  “Volvo  Center”  in  Donetsk  were  fired
with mortars of 82 mm calibre from the positions of the Ukrainian Armed Forces at the
sector of the Troitskoe settlement.
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